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OVERVIEW

DIRECTION OF READING

Figure 1. Text in the pattern of a ge
nealogy discovered by Nikolai Buli
nov and Yuri Knorozov on Gv06.
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200-351-280.076 I

Figure 3. Anagrammatic
parallel fragment between
the Genealogy (Gv06) and
the Lunar Calendar (Ca08)
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A PARALLEL BETWEE THE LUNAR CALENDAR AND THE

GENEALOGY

The common elision of
orne head elements of

composite anthropo
morphic signs (viz Fig
ure 2) suggest that
they had no phonetic
value, and were di 
pensable semantic
complements. The
head forms of the signs Figure 2. Two parallel equence from
of erie 200 and 300 the Great St. Peter burg Tablet (P) and
are in this manner fre- the Great Santiago Tablet (H)

quently omitted. The
name repre ented by 351 and 381-002 were therefore probably
compo ed of two reduplicated yllable, on the model of Make
make or akuaku. The closing anthropomorphic ign 222, how
ever, would not appear to exhibit such a phonetic pattern.

not clear in the ca e of ign with four limbs howing: wa it
lower limb fir t, then upper limb , or left- ide limbs fir t, and
right-side limb next? However, ign 381, with only two limbs
showing, must have been read lower limb fir t, upper limb
next. If 002 is a mark of reduplication, then 351 i 381 doubled,
and it i therefore mo t likely that 351 and other four-limbed
igns were read left side fir t, right ide next. The evidence of

parallel fragment such a that of Figure 2 ugge t that the
head element was read la t of all.

Towards the end of the lunar cal
endar of the Mamari Tablet, end
ing line Ca08, is found a e
quence 280-381y-381 irnilar to
351-280 of the second group of
the genealogy, except for the or
der of its component (Figure 3).
Under the current hypothe i ,
381 represents two yllables
5,52, 351 the arne reduplicated,
and 280 an unknown X. So, the
phonetic pattern X 5,52 5,52 i
likely to correspond to an a tro
nomical term, and 5,52 5,52 X to
a per on' name of the type 5,52

5,52 [ on of] X (in Rapanui: 5,52

5,52 A X). This may provide a
crib (in the cryptological en e)
toward their identification.

STRUCTURE OF SOME NAMES OF THE GENEALOGY
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Under the hypothe i that 381-002 = 351, sign 002 i likely a
symbol of reduplication. From the analy is of the parallel text
discovered by Kudrjavt ev (1949) it is known that compo ite
rongorongo signs were read from left to right and from bottom
to top, like the tablet themselve . See for example the two par
allel fragments of Figure 2. But the precise order of reading i

Figure 1 presents in
tabular form the e
quence of ign on line
6 of the ver 0 of Tab
let G (al 0 known a
Small Santiago Tablet)
identified as a geneal
ogy by Nikolai Buti
nov and Yuri Knoro
zov (1956, 1957).
Whether or not these
igns do constitute a

genealogy, they ex
hibit a clear pattern
from the econd row
down: the main ign of
the third element of
each row i found a
econd element of the

next. The pattern i 0

clear that Giulio Fac
chetti, a pecialist of
Etru can and Minoan,
ha independently
come to the conclu ion
that group 381-002
(row 1, column 3) is a
variant of sign 351
(row 2, column 2): "Si
potrebbero anche
trarre deduzioni im
portanti suL funziona
mento deL rongorongo,
considerando a fondo La corrispondenza, impLicata da detta
geneaLogia, tra La variante "raddoppiata" di 381 e 381-002
(che sarebbero due modi diversi di scrivere Lo stesso antro
ponimo)." (Facchetti 2002:224) (TransI.: important deduction
about the functioning of the rongorongo could al 0 be drawn
by thoroughly examining the corre pondence, implied in said
genealogy, between the 'reduplicated' variant of 381 [i.e. 351]
and 381-002 - which would be two different ways of writing
the arne personal name.)
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SIGN 002

Under this analysis sign 002 would be a symbol of reduplication
of the preceding word or syllable, such as are used in Chinese,
in Japanese, and even in Indonesian and in Malay where for in
stance one often sees kupukupu ("butterfly") spelt kupu2. Since
this sign occurs repeated up to three times in the corpus (twice
on Ca 11, once on Ca06, once on laO 1), it is certain that it must
have had other functions, just like "2" in Indonesian (but if it is
a numeral, it seems likely to represent "one" rather than "two").

A GENEALOGY OR SOMETHING ELSE?

Whether Butinov and Knorozov's putative genealogy is indeed
a genealogy, or is something else altogether, the truth value of
the above observations remains unchanged, since they do not
rest on hypotheses about its nature or contents, but are deduced
from the equivalence 381-002 = 351, itself suggested by the re
petitive pattern in this text, which holds whatever its meaning.

INTERNATIONAL STRING FIGURE ASSOCIATION

On Easter Island
string figures are
known as kaikai.
Each year during
the Tapati festival
participants in the

E Kuha. E Rati kaikai contest at-
tempt to weave the

island's traditional designs and recite the ancient chants
that accompany them, all with great style and charm.

The International String Figure Association was founded in
1978 to gather and preserve string figures from around the
world. Members receive our annual Bulletin (200-page
book). quarterly magazine. and semi-annual newsletter.

$25 annually· VisalMC accepted

International String Figure Association

P.O. Box 5134, Pasadena, California 91117 USA

www.isfa.org/-webweaverslisfa.htm
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CHLE - ISLAa: PASCLL6. -EASTER ISLAND - OSTffiJNSB..
Ta/FaxOO5&32-100548, EHncil:~adilenet

t1lp:JIwww.~travaltda. 00. d

RAPA NUl TRAVEL is your tour operator and travel agent
based on Easter Island. If you need information about when to come,
where to go and places to stay, contact us.
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